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Introduction 
Once again the United States is engaged in debate over the 
appropriate relationship between church and state. The issue is 
an old one that has been going on since the formation of the first 
American colonies. The controversy surrounds practices such as 
tax support for congressional and armed forces chaplains. tax 
exemptions for religious institutions, and the Boy Scout Oath etc. 
Strict separationists even argue that placing the phrase "In God 
We Trust" on American money is unconstitutional. 
Another facet of the current debate centers on education. 
thus touching the lives of most Americans directly or indirectly. 
The education issue is directed not upon the desirability of 
religious liberty but on whether it can be maintained if the state 
gives support financial or otherwise to religious schools or in­
corporates religious instruction into the public school curriculum. 
The essence of the issue is "Does"cooperation amount to an alliance 
or fusion of church and state?" This question is the focal point 
for debate between proponents of the broad and the narrow inter­
pretations of the establishment clause. These two interpretations 
are the most commonly held views on the scope of the clause. 
Advocates of the broad interpretation would prohibit all legal 
connections between the state and any organized religion. This 
does not mean hostility toward religion but it does, however, in­
terpret cooperation between church and state as entanglement. 
The result of such entanglement it maintains is "an establishment of 
religion.,,1 Freeman Butts in his book American Tradition in Religion 
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on and Her ie in s ok 
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th advocate t bro 
inte t ion. 
The ad i erpre tion is pe s st exempli ed by t 
preme Court Decision Gene ly 
stat t the est ishment clause hi ted t e 
and fede government m setti a c rch; ssing laws to . 

done ion, d all reli or r one igion over 
anot influencing a person to or remain away m c rch; 
forcing ne profess a lief or dis ief in any religion; 
punis ng ne for ent aining or fessing religious iefs 
2 or dis iefs, or attending or not atte ng church. In ition, 
it s may not nanci y su rt religious activities 
or ins tu that no s or de vernment can i ­
3pate in reli ous affairs or vice versa. In this decision the 
cou r i he lyon Je rson's ct ne of t II I of se-
s 1I4paration tween church e. 
Pro s of t bro i erpretation are co nced that t 
his ry of the evolution of t es ishment c se su rt s 
their inte tation. 
es O'Nei1 5 Pro ssor Corwin6 are two I 

wn su rters of narrow inte t ion. T y 
 Y 
di hi ts suppo such a bro inte tion. 
ead they a e t es ishment clause distinguishes 
between t functions of church state in such a way as pre­
vent the e blis e of a si e church,? to assure i ous 
eedom and· fae itate cooperation tween chur and state. 
T principle of coo ion, itself, pro bits the e blishment 
---
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of a single church but allows the state to en~ourage and cooperate 
with all churches fairly and impartially.S 
O'Neil in his book, Religion and Education Under the Consti­
tution, notes several key points in support of the narrow interpre­
tation. First O'Neil states the phrase referring to a "wall of se­
paration between church and state" may not be substituted for the 
exact wording of the First Amendment. Jefferson, he says, coined 
this insignificant metaphor a decade after the First Amendment was 
adopted. Next O'Neil argues that the word "respecting" means 
regarding thus making the First Amendment read, "Congress shall 
make no law regarding an establishment of religion." "Respecting" 
he concludes does not give the First Amendment a vague or ambiguous 
meaning. 
O'Neil interprets the First Amendment literally. He maintains 
that the establishment clause prohibits only acts by Congress which 
establish a single church or sect. Such an interpretation implies 
that states, the chief executive, boards of education etc. are en­
tirely free to do as they wish. O'Neil adds that, although the 
Fourt~enth Amendment as interpretted_ by the Supreme Court makes/ 
the establishment clause applicable to the states, it adds nothing to 
the Constitution. The Fourteenth Amendment states: 
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, 
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of 
United States and of the State wherein they reside. No 
State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United 
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, 
liberty, or property, without due process of law, nor 
deny to any person w~thin its jurisdiction the equal pro­
tection of the laws. 
According to O'Neil the Fourteenth Amendment serves only to prohi­
bit the state legislatures from making laws "respecting an estab­
- 4­
lishment of religion." 
Generally O'Neil's arguments are typical of those supporting 
"t t t" 10 In summary O'Neil believes that thethe narrow ln erpre a lon. 

First Amendment does not require neutrality between believers and 

non-believers nor does it prohibit the state from giving general 

support to religion. 

It will be the purpose of this paper to examine the historical 
evidence available and determine which, if either, of the above 
interpretations was intended by the clause's founders. To achieve 
this objective, I shall first define the establishment of religion 
as it was conceived in both Eng~ish and colonial times. Next I 
will examine Virginia's battle for religious liberty and its affect 
Q1 the First Amendment. !v1adison's "!v1emorial and Remonstrance 
Against Religious Assessments" will be discussed as will Jefferson's 
"Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom." Virginia's battle for 
religious liberty is significant first because the efforts of Jeff­
erson and Madison in this battle provide information about the atti ­
tudes of these two men who were instrumental in the formation of the 
First Amendment and secondly because Virginia's fight foreshadowed 
the national battle. The Congressional hearings will also be dis­
cussed as will philosophical influences on the founding fathers. 
Finally the views of Jefferson and Madison on separation of church 
and state will be analyzed. Specific writings to be examined in­
clude Jefferson's Notes o~Virginia, his R~ to the Baptists ~ 
Danbury and his freedom of religion at the University of Virginia. 
I'::> English Establishment 
The idea of a single state supported church was brought to the 
American colonies from England. The development of Anglican estab­
1 
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lishment was a gradual process. At the beginning of the Reforma­
tion in England oarliament passed the Act of Supremacy which made 
)' 
the King of England, not the Pope, head of the Church of England. 
This Act was passed because Henry VIII wanted his marriage to 
Catherine of Argon annuled due to his inability to produce a male 
heir. The Pope refused to annul the marriage so Henry VIII de~ 
11clared himself head of the Anglican Church. Though there was a 
break from the Roman Catholic Church Henry remained dedicated to 
f tl .j}..-­
Catholic doctrines. He immediately issued~Six Articles reaffirming 
the Catholic position on all controversial doctrinal points except 
papal supremacy. Protestants and Catholics who refused to ack­
~ledge Henry VIII as the head of the Anglican Church ---­were severely 
persecuted. 12 The reign of Henry VIII marked the beginning of 
church-state fusion in England. 
The battle between Catholics and Protestants grew worse in the 
years following Henry VIII. During the reign of Edward VI Henry 
VIII's son the Anglican Church became Protestant. Mary, the next 
) ruler of England, recommitted the established church toC,atholicism. 13 
~. . 
, ~ Queen Elizabeth attempted to enact a compromise between Catholic
} \ u 
~ ~Yiand P,...otestant forces. The Anglican Church was Protestant but it 
~'''l~ 14 
,J) 'X\... incorporated some Gel tho Ii c doctrine s su ch as bapti sm and eu chari st. 
~ The majority of English people accepted the compromise. Two groups 
however remained discontent. Extreme Calvinists wanted to purify 
the Anglican Church of all Catholic elements. This group increased 
in size and for a time even dominated in England under the leader­
ship of Oliver Cromwell. Roman Catholics were the second group 
which continued to be discontented. By the end of Queen Eliza­
beth's reign the Anglican Church was Protestant. 15 
Near the end of Tudor reign in England dissatisfaction with 
) 
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Anglican religious establishment grew. The Puritans were the pri ­
mary source of rebellion against establishment. During the reign 
of 	James I, Puritans and Catholics were alienated. Catholicism 
was outlawed. The Anglican Church and its members alone could 
worship freely. In England a single establishment of religion pre­
~	vailed. The Anglican Church enjoyed prestige and privileges denied 
to other denominations. The state enforced financial support for 
the established church. General taxes or tithes were levied on the 
masses for the support of the church without regard to their per­
sonal religious beliefs. Anglican church bUildings were built 
with tax funds on public lands. The clergy of the church were 
given lands to use as their income or their residence. In addition, 
the state gave legal and moral support to the doctrines of the church. 
. 16 
Church attendance was mandatory and regulated. Such a relation-
I ship between a single church and the state characterizes a single 
establishment. 
Charles I continued the policies of James I. He continued to 
force religious Anglicanism on Englishmen. Many Puritans and Catho­
lics during this period fled to America in search of religious 
liberty.17 
7 In 1629 a Puritan controlled Parliament revolted against the 
absolutism of the King and called for the disestablishment of the 
Anglican Church. A, group called the Cavaliers support~~he King 
L.A.J~ 
and Anglicanism. In opposition to the Cavaliers ~ the radical 
Roundheads led by Oliver Cromwell. The Roundh e ads were composed 
primarily of Puritans. Cromwell, himself, was a devout Puritan. 
Th e Roundheads were victorious in this conflict. This new 
government immediately ordered toleration to be given to allPro­
-7­
testants. Catholics, however, continued to be persecuted. The 
government lead by Cromwell used army control to enforce PUritan 
values. Alchoholism and promiscuity were condemned. English 
people soon grew tired of the moralistic society Cromwell had 




Charles II became King of England as a result of 
~, 
bloodless 
revolution. He returned the country to strict Anglican Establish­
ment with the Clarendon Code. This code r&established the Anglican 
Church and threatened to destroy Independents and Presbyterians. 
The code included; the Act of Uniformity which forced all clergy­
men to use the Book of Common Prayer in their services; the Cor­
po ration Act which forced all members of city government to worship 
in the Anglican Church; and the Conventicle Act which stated that 
religious meetings other than those of Anglicans were illegal etc. 
Non-conformists during the reign of Charles II were given criminal 
19status. 
Shortly after the reign of Charles II during the reign of James 
II the Glorious Revolution took place. James II was a Catholic who 
had inherited the Monarchy. He was forced to flee the country 
during the Glorious Revolution. 20 
The Glorious Revolution brought a series of legal enactments 
binding the new rulers, William and Mary, to abide by decisions of 
parliament. Mary was James II's protestant daughter. The Bill of 
Rights issued in 1689 included the Toleration Act which allowed 
Puritans and Independents religious freedom but continued to deny 
21non-protestants freedom. 
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A er arrivi in America in the 1 h ce st i 
th the derness, the co nists gan to 0 ze their lives. 
The charters of the conies. whether the set ement was E ish, 
Swedish or Dutch often vid r the establishment of the religion
) 
of the European homeland in the New World. The rea r estab­
lis s e ed churches in m cases was an atte by the ---­
colonists to surround themselves wi t familiar instit ons of 
home. It helped to recreate the environment 	they had Ie behi 
22
In 
be se rated into 
ur ba c cate ries. 
The Southern colonies such as Virgi a. Gear a. Mar and 
the Carolinas adopted the En ish model of si e esta ishment. 
As in and. Anglican Church received Ie vile s of blic 
worship de ed other sects. The st e governments of these colo es 
enforced church atte nee levied taxes to suppo the s e 
c ch its clergy. In all of these singleestablis nt colonies. 
cooperation was the norm en t es ished c rch and t 
state. 23 
Northern colo es of nnecticutt. Massachusetts and New 
Ha shire rm t second up. In these colonies the Co ga­
tional Church was es ished state vernments e cre­
dence to its doctrines. fo ers of Massachusetts Connec­
ticutt were Puritans who partici ed in the ish struggle 
over control of the A ican Church. The al of the Puritan 
colonies was to establish holy commonwealths that would illustrate 
t ir cause and mote t ir values. 24 
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Though t princi e of single establis nt minat e y 
colonial ory. t e were seve exceptions to t s e. T 
thi up of colonies R e lsI • Pennsylvania and De e 
rmal e ablis ent. ger lliams, u r of Rhode 
Is vlill Penn. under of Pennsyl a. both believ in 
the nci es of toleration and religious edom. R de Island 
came a haven r various s t were rsecut reo 
In Pennsylvania religion did not receive nanci m the 
e nor did the e set e questions of faith, lity or min­
istry.2 5 
The urth tendency towar~ establishment the colonies was 
the tice of ti e es ishment. Many col es h i ti ly 
pted a si ishment ly mov to m tiple estab­
lishment. Essenti tipleestablis ent e sts n the state 
s financial. Ie moral,s rt to seve religious 
ups. The s es of New Yo , Connecticutt, Massac setts, New 
mp ret and h lina all experiment with the 
practice of multi e establishm In t se s es establis d 
churc s were s rted by s. eryone was red to y 
thes to some religion twas ven t fre m to contribute 
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t o the c hurc h 0 f hlS C Olce. 
In coloni days establishment, then. meant both an es ish­
ment of a Single c h as well as an es is e of many c ches. 
C onists were familiar with both variations of "an esta ishme of 
reli on." Thus any cooperation be en the state any or all 
c ches was considered "establishment". 
emer nce of the nciple of se ion of church and 
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state happened throughout the colonies. The tradition of "separa­
tism" which began as a minority viewpoint in the early 17th century 
gained increased popularity and became the majority viewpoint toward 
the end of the 18th century. As "separatism" spread, the practice 
27
of establishment began to crumble. 
The struggle for religious liberty in Virginia illustrates the 
completion of the process of separation of church and state prior to 
the formulation of the First Amendment. In addition Virginia's 
struggle to achieve such separation is significant because the leaders 
in Congress from Virginia were the ones who gave the First Amend­
ment its form. 
The struggle for separation of church and state in Virginia 
was part of the larger struggle for separation from England. Both 
movements ocurred at approximately the same period of time, 1776. 
The Anglican Church was closely identified with the English crown. 
Resentment toward England was manifested by opposition to the 
28Anglican establishment. 
The ideas of civil as well as religious liberty were advocated 
by those in favor of revolt against English control of the American 
colonies. In general "liberal" groups politically were in favor of 
separation while "conservative" groups defended the establishment. 
At this period of time, approximately 1776, the religious establish­
ment was viewed as an integral part of the old order. Change was 
being demanded. The mood of the country was moving toward a more 
equalitarian and democratic society as demonstrated by the natural 
rights doctrine of the Declaration of Independence. 29 
Multiple establishment was attempted in the colony of Virginia 
but failed. The leaders of Virginia, namely Madison and Jefferson, 
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fou for disesta is e and co ete separation of church and 
state. edom of conscience, they f t, was impossible as 10 as 
any form of establishment exist T sic blem with m tiple 
es ishment was that if the state could e s it co d 
then~ determine ch chosen i ous beliefs were e itl these 
privileges. Such wer, Je son and Madison lieved, was not 
er the authority of the states. 
Discontent th the glican establishme in Vi nia worsened 
as reli ous diversity increased. The 1750's u with them the 
nnings of ized opposition to An ican es ishment. 
s opposition revo ed around the issue of state pa ent of clerical 
es. These stipe s were by law in pounds of to ceo, ,a 
crop 0 en used as currency in the South. Due the de cient crops 
in 1755 and 1758, the price of t ceo was gh. s were e, 
Virginia Assem y decid , at pence a pou , much less 
30than market ce of six cents a pound. 
The clergy refus to ace the Assembly's decision. They 
t ed to force their pa sioners to y them the di renee en 
the Ie mar t rate. T s controversy became known as the 
parson's case because a son in Hanover County, the Reverend 
James Maury, sued for yment of ba salary which had en id at 
the new e in per money. The er 's preocc ion th materi 
n was unpopular th the o e. The rson's case injured the 
prestige of the es blishment its minis rs. People be n 
realize that the established church was concerned as much with 
tting nanci ly as it was th saving so s. lusionment 
occurred, as a res t the num rs of dissenters from the A ican 
Church increased. 31 
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cess of se ion of church and state in Virgin oc 
in two s s. First t re was t riod of t disestablishment 
of the Anglican Church. Secondly t re was t de of multi e 
est ishm 
In 1776 at the Vir a Convention, James Madison his 
fight for separation of ch and state. He was a member of 
committee assigned to draft a Declaration of Ri s. The first draft 
of this document is attributed to George Mason. His icle on igion 
stat " .•. religion .•• can be gove by reason and conviction not 
by rce or violence, and there re I men should enjoy t fullest 
leration in the exercise of i on. according to the dic es 
of conscience. s d 
.. 
unres ined t rna strates.,,32 
son 0 red an altern e version which s ed: 
R igion ••• being under t direction of reason con­
viction • not of olence or compulsion, men are 
ually ent ed to I ee exercise of it. accor­
c es of conscience. and there re •.. no man 
or c ass of men oug on account of reli on, to inves­
ted with c iar emoluments 0 pr ele s, nor su ect to 
penal ies or disabilities. 
Such a sal es beyond mere toleration. It asse s the 

t t reli ous libe y is a right it deprived the 

e of legal and nanci power to support or control reli ous 

liefs in any way. Madison's version was a move toward se ion 
of church and state. T s pro sal led. Virginians were not t 
ready to severe the long standing relationship t had e st 
tween church and state. 
At t me of the Vi nia Convention, Thomas Jefferson was 
in P ad a as a Vi nia dele e to the Constitutional Con­
vention. Je rson d however, write a draft for e Vi nia 
Constitution. Under section on "Ri s, Public and Private" 
-13­
it concl ed; IIAll sons s e free Ii rty of re-
Ii ous 0 nion; nor s 1 any compell fr e or maintain 
any reli ous in itution. n34 Jefferson denounc compulsory support 
of reli n which incl es tithes churc s. He also 
gave Ie ion to believers as well as non- iev.ers. 
In the same r as the Virginia Convention, 1776. the ne 
step for separation of church and state was taken. T s was 
so the in which American Revolution be n, there re, 
revolutionary ide s contri t to the wing dema for se 
h and state. The Act of 1776 was ssed December 9. 
This Act t dises i ent of the A ican C ch. It 
was the res t of a compro se tween conservative and libe 
force s. Esse ally it repealed the use of the code r the 
enforceme of reli ous c nes, exempted disse ers from finan­
cially suppo i the Anglican Church and gi ng January 1. 
1977 it sus ed until the summer of 1777 taxes of church mem­
rs r su of t clergy. In 1779 the Assem y e r­
manent the suspension of es r C rch of E a mem rs. 35 
Thou Act of 1776 destroyed state nancial support of the 
Anglican Church. it left t e matters unresolved. Fir Church 
of E vestries were still au tho zed to tax isioners for t 
relief of the or. Seco y the state co inued to reserve s ci 
lands for church buildings and su rt of the cler Finally 
t question of a general religious assessment was st ned. 36 
The matters left unres ved the Act of 1776, especially the 
issue of a gene reli ous assessment, illustrated that the question 
of multiple es ishment in Vir a remai unanswered. T Act 
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of 17 was, then. only a de rture from the sin e establishment 
of the A iean Church. 
In spring of 1779. the A iean es ishme was rtually 
over. tition t Assembly for disso tion of t ves­
tries, a step in se rating t An ican Church and t 
state. The Asse y was then forc to a oint a committee consis­
ti of J ferson. Littleton • William Lee. John T er, 
Jerman • a Anthony W son to com se a bill dissolvi the 
vestries. contents of t 11 were not eserved. All t 
is known is that on May 28, er esented the bi to t Assem-
Ma historians lieve that it contained provisions for the 
, 
disso ion of t vestries and pr ded an e e means r 
deali W1"th poor re I"1e f . 37 
On June 4. 1779. the House directed t t a 11 "for religious 
edom" s introdue John Harvie. Jerman Ba r. a 
George Mason were int to this bill. Under attack by 
conservative forces. t s same committee was so instructed to in­
troduce a bill" r saving the property of t church retofore 
by law established. n38 
Though Je erson was governor of Virginia a no longer a House 
mem r. he is given c t for writi the "Bill for R igious 
e mil introduc June 12 by Harvie. On the same y. the bill 
" saving the property of the church hereto re esta ished by 
law" was 5.19 int uced. th lIs were for t seco 
time on June 14 and then t off until August. 39 
Committee for Religion's next task was to pre e a 11 
"for furt suspe ing the payment of salaries heretofore given 
t Cl of t Church of nd." This bill was ssed on 
II 
15­
June 17. Consequently t 11 r d~ssolut n of the vestries was 
40
postponed until the October session of the Assembly. 
A er summer of 1779. the state of Vi nia was in essen­
ti ly the same sition it had en in since the Act of 1776 was 
passed. The Anglican es ishment been vi ly destro 
but the question of mult e es ishment had not en addressed. 
Octo r session of the Vi nia Assem y ught renewed 
stru e over the issue of religion. On October 25. 1779 the bi 
r religious e mil was read r t t rd time. James Henry 
of Accomac countered s bill by presenting the conservative de­
rna s in his 11, Ilconcerni reli on. I! Henry's passed the 
first ing and was 0 ered r a second readi The bill 
"concerning reli onn was an attem by the conse ives to es­
ish t C istian i on as t esta is reli on of Vir­
a. It ed r a ne assessment to be levi upon 1 
rsons r t ne support of Christianity. The state was au­
thoriz to enforce e lection of the religious tax. All persons 
were ed to list t ir e y subject to tax with t she­
41riff's 0 ce. This b 1 states cl y the doc ne of mult e 
establishm It d not e one pa ieu church or denomination 
a prefe s s but 1 religious societies who ac 
ere is one God, and a ure state of re sand punish-
s. and that God ought to publicly worshi the bene t of 
e suppo Henry's bill forc the issue of multiple es b­
lishme to y ressed by the Ass y. 
On October 26. 1779 "concerni r igion" was read for the second 
me but it failed the third r i and on November 5th it was 
fu r debated with no re t. The gress~vas were finally 
-16­
43successful in postponing consideration of the bill until March.
 
The creneral assessment bill was addressed in 1784. Patrick 

to 
Henry was a leading advocate of the general assessment bill which 
would force all Virginians to pay tithes to support religion. The 
revolution had contributed to a decline in organized church atten­
dance and morals. The general assessment plan was an attempt to 
revitalize religion by financially supporting it. This bill was 
put off until November 11th.44 
On May 12, 1784 John Tyler was elected speaker of the House. 
A committee on religion was then appointed which was dominated by 
the eastern and conservative element. Three days after the begin­
ning cf the Assembly's session a memorial was introduced which 
stated "that is essentially necessary for the good government of all 
free states that some legislative attention should be paid to re­
ligious duties.,,45 
The House addressed the issue of general assessment on Novem­
ber 11th. Madison and Henry debated the subject. Henry proposed 
the establishment of the Christian religion in exclusion of all 
other religions. Madison, in turn, rejected the idea that Turks, 
Jews and infidels should be forced to contribute to the support of 
a religion whose doctrines they did not support. Henry used the 
evil fates of non-religious nations as support for the concept of 
establishment. Madison then stated that the question was not "is 
religion necessary?" but rather "are religious establishments 
necessary for religion?,,46 
The first vote on assessment was largely geographical with the 
conservatives carrying the majority of 47 against 32 votes. While 
tidewater and southside Virginia supported assessment the west 
-17 ­
strongly opposed it. The presbyterians, th~ leading religious in­
terest group in the west were largely responsible for the oppo­
. t. 47Sl lone 
When the conservatives lead by Henry became the controlling 
force in the House, Henry was elected governor of Virginia. This 
hurt the spirit of the conservative movement. They missed Henry's 
enthusiasm and leadership. As a result, the assessment bill, whose 
passage seemed certain at the beginning of November, continued to 
be debated. 48 
Democrati~ opposition to the assessment bill grew. In July 
1785 Madison was · persuaded to write his "Memorial and Remonstrance." 
He was convinced by fellow democrats that silence on the issue would 
be considered assent. The content of Madison's writing asserts 
that religion is exempt from the control of society and the state. 
Madison fUrther explains that both single and multi~le estubli s h­
are wTC n~l . 49 
, 0 He states: 
Who does not see that the same authority which can 
establish christianity, in exclusion of all other re­
ligions, may establish with the same ease any parti­
cular sect of christians in exclusion of all other 
sects? That the same authority which can force a citi­
zen to contribute three pence only of his property for 
the support of anyone establishment may force him to 
conform to any other establishment in all cases whatso­
ever?50 
The principle of establishment Madison maintains is con­
trary to the inalienable right of freedom of conscience. Mad-
ison's perceptions of establishment as seen by his "Memorial 
and Remonstrance" is cooperation between church and state. 
Financial support of one religion or all religions then is "an 
establishment of religion." 
Madison does not discriminate between believers and non­
-18­
believers n asse ng t r inalienable ri of edom of con­
science. He insists upon com ete free m r everyone. 
As a res t of the vast dist bution of Madison's "Memo 
Remonstrance!! the Virgi a legisl ure was ooded with titions 
oppos g t assessm The response t peo e of Vir a was 
so overwhelm that t bill was never voted on. It was lost in 
committee by a majori of e votes. One su sition as to t 
e of t bi is that it was of red as an amendment to the 11 
II for reli ous edom ll was rejected. 51 
Je son's 11 "for reli ous e mil was u on 
cember 14th. It was t n amended in committee. The House con­
sidered the amend version which re aced the ori pream e 
th t fol a 
whereas it is decl the 11 of rights that i on 
or the duty we owe our creator. the manner of sc g~ 
ing it. can direct only by reason and co ction and 
not by force or vio nce. and therefore all men are equally 
e itl to the e exercise of reli on: according to 
the dictates of conscience, and it is he mut duty of 
all to ctice c stian forebearance, love and charity 
to ot rs.52 
same ent was defe ed by a vote of 38- The t rd ing 
of t 11 occurred on December 17th and was subs e y ssed 
by the House 74-20. The Se e. tn. pted an amendme stri­
ng the rst 21 lines of t bill re i it with the re­
ous article of the Bill of ghts. This amendment was rejected 
by the House 35-56. The Senate reaffirmed t ir previous decision 
and returned t 11 to the use with a request for conference. 
The conference resulted in the inse ion in t preamble of: 
Almighty God hath free t attempts 
to influence it shments or burthens, or 
by civil inc ons, te only to beget bits of 
hypoc sy meanness, are a de from the 
plan of the Holy Aut r of our reli ing lord 
-19 

th of y mind, t chose not to gate it by 
coercions on either, as was in s mi to do; 
t t i ious pre ion of Le sla ers.53 
A few additio but minor c s were so made. 
Thou t defeat of t assessment bill, it itself, ac­
tic ed church and state, t bi "for reli ous e mil 
was an a ion of the nci es of sep ion. It asserted 
that no man s 1 be compe ed to s rt a reli on he opposes nor 
one he condones. Reli ous cont butions were made strictly vol­
y. Je rson also ssed the ea t freedom of re­
ligious 0 nions is a natural ght and therefore not s ject to the 
powers of man or governme 
Virgi a's st e for reli ous libe y must not viewed 
as an i tIe in one colo It s d American history. 
princi e of reli ous Ii rty expressed by Je erson 
Madison as they fou r se ion in Vi nia, were influenti 
in ion of t First Amendment's es ishment clause. 
In addition Vir nia's stru e reve s the coloni rce ion of 
esta ishme coo on nanci or he se between a 
church or many c c s and the state. 
Madison, a c ef pone of religious Ii rty, as seen by 
his par ci tion in Vi nia's st e r se on of church 
e, was a si ficant fi e in the debate over the wo ing 
of the rst Amendment. Soon after the ado ion of the Constitu­
tion, he be working on a bill of rights. Initially he felt 
t a bill of ri s would limit her than protect the i ien­
e ghts of Americans. He was a id t the tten statement 
of these basic ri s would not inte broadly enough. 54 
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The insistance of many Americans, as well as Jefferson's in­
flexible demand for a bill of rights, persuaded Madison that such 
a document would provide the most satisfactory provisions for all 
essential rights, particularly the rights of conscience in the 
fullest latitude, the freedom of the press, trial by jury, se­
55curity against general warrants etc. A study of the evolution 
of the First Amendment's religious provision will help illustrate 
the intention of its founders. 
On June 8, 1789, Madison submitted to the House of Repre­
sentatives a list of amendments he considered important. They in­
cluded the following: 
The civil rights of none shall be abridged on account of 
religious belief or worship, nor shall any national re­
ligion be established nor shall the full and equal rights 
of conscience be in any manner, or in any pretext in­
fringed. No state shall violate the equal rights of con­
science, or the fre~dom of the press or the trial by jury 
in criminal cases. 5b 
The scope of Madison's proposition is most definitely broad. 
It prohibits single and multiple establishment. In addition it 
makes applicable to the states his prohibition against violating 
the equal rights of conscience. Had this first version been adopted 
some of the reasons for the Fourteenth Amendment would have been 
obviated. 
Madison's proposal however, was not adopted. Instead it was 
referred to the committee of the whole, which was replaced on July 
21st by a House appointed representative Committee of Eleven. This 
new committee consisted of Madison and a representative from each 
state. The committee considered Madison's proposal as well as those 
of other members. On August 15, 1789 the committee's findings were 
57
reported and the House debated the issue. 
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The fourth proposition resulting from the committee's work 
was as follows, "no religion shall be established by law, nor 
shall the equal rights of conscience be abridged. 1I58 This amend­
ment was debated on August 15th. 
The opinions of members of the House varied on the subject 
of the fourth proposal. Mr. Sylvester expressed the fear that 
this amendment would abolish religion altogether. Mr. Gerry then, 
suggested that the provision read "no religious doctrine shall be 
established by law.,,59 Mr. Sherman insisted that the amendment 
was unnecessary since Congress according to the Constitution 
lacked the authority to make religious establishments. Mr. 
60
Carroll spoke in favor of adopting the provision. Finally Mr. 
Madison explained his interpretation of the proposed wording he 
said: 
He apprended the meaning of the words to be, that Con­
gress should not establish a religion, and enforce 
the legal observation of it by law, nor compel men to 
worship God in any manner contrary to their conscience. 
Whether the words are necessary or not, he did not mean 
to say, but they had been required by some of the State 
Conventions, who seemed to entertain an opinion that 
under the clause of the Constitution which gave power 
to Congress to make all laws necessary and proper to 
carry into execution the Constitution, and the laws 
made under it, enabled them to make laws of such a 
nature as might infringe the rights of conscience, and 
establish a national religion, to prevent these 
effects he presumed the amendment was intended, and he 
thought it as well expressed as the nature of the 
language would admit.b1 
Next Mr. Huntington spoke expressing a fear that the amendment 
would be miSj nterp,p. He also feared that it would be hurtful 
to the cause of reli\s~n. In response to the debate, Madison pro­
posed the insertion of the word "national" in front of religion 
to soothe the fears of many who opposed the suggested wording. 
Mr. Livermore who was entirely unsatisfied with the wording then 
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suggested an alternate "Congress shall make no laws touching re­
ligion or infringing the rights of conscience.,,62 Mr. Gerry ob­
jected to the insertion of the word "national". Mr. Madison then 
withdrew his motion but said that the words, "no national religion 
shall be established by law" did not imply that the government was 
63a national one. Mr. Livermore's motion was then voted on and 
passed 31 for and 20 against. 
On August 17th, the second half of Madison's proposal, "no 
state shall infringe the equal rights of conscience" was consi­
dered. 64 
Thomas Tucker of South Ca~olina argued that Congress had no 
right to interfere with the states. Madison replied that this was 
the most valuable of the amendments. He said "If there was any 
reason to restrain the government of the United States from in­
fringing upon these essential rights, it was equally necessary that 
they should be secured against the State Governments ll65 
Mr. Livermore again revised the statement by saying lithe 
equal rights of conscience, the freedom of speech or of the press, 
and the right of trial by jury in criminal cases, shall not be in­
,,66fringed by the state. This clause was adopted by the House. 
67It was, however, rejected by the Senate on September 21st. 
On August 20th the House took up the report of the committee 
of the whole clause by clause. Adoption by the House required a 
two-thirds vote. On the subject of religion Fisher Ames of Mass­
achusetts proposed a new wording saying, "Congress shall make no 
law establishing religion or to prevent the free exercise thereof, 
11 68•or to infringe the rights of conSClence. Both this motion and 
limiting the powers of the states was adopted by the House. 
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On August 24th the amendments were sent to the Senate. There 
is less detail on the Senate's debate on the issue of religion 
than exists on the debate in the House. The first motion proposed 
in the Senate's debate was to strike the word "religion" and in­
sert "One Religious Sect or Society in preference to others." Thus 
the article would read, "Congress shall make no law establishing 
one Religious Sect or Society in prefercnee to others, or pro­
hibiting the free exercise thereof, or shall the rights of cbn­
science be infrin~ed ,,69 
This wording was an attempt to destroy the broad scope of the 
establishment clause. It prohibited a single establishment only. 
The proposal was however, defeated by the Senate. The next motion 
proposed moved to abolish the amendment entirely. Then a motion 
was made to replace the House's version as follows, "Congress shall 
make no law establishing any particular denomination of religion 
in preference to another or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, 
nor shall the rights of conscience be infringed.,,70 Again the 
Senate attempted to narrow the meaning of the House proposal and 
again it failed. 
Next an amendment was made to adopt the first two clauses of 
the House proposal while deleting the clause, "nor shall the 
rights of conscience be infringed. 1I71 Finally the Senate was pro­
hibiting multiple establishment but ~as not willing to exempt the 
rights of conscience from Congressional action. Perhaps the Sen­
ate was afraid to extend rights to non-believers. 
On September 17, 1789 the Senate denied to make Madison's 
proposed limitations applicable to the states. Madison's foresight 
and intentions were crystal clear on this issue. 
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Consideration of the amendments continued September 7, 8 and 
9, 1789. On September 9th the Senate for the third time tried to 
weaken the amendment. The following wording was adopted; "Congress 
shall make no law establiahing articles of faith or a mode of wor­
ship or prohibiting the free exercise of religion.,,72 
The proposals accepted by the Senate were sent to the House 
September 21st. "The House refused to accept the Senate's religious 
provision and a conference committee was appointed. The House 
appointed Madison, Roger Sherman of Connecticutt and John Vining 
of Delaware. The Senate appointed Oliver Ellsworth of Connecticutt, 
Charles Carroll of Marylanda?d William Patterson of New Jersey. 
On September 23rd Madison reported the conference committee's de­
liberations to the House while on the 24th Ellsworth reported them 
to the Senate. The House Ellsworth said insisted upon the follow­
ing wording; "Congress shall make no law respecting an establish­
ment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.,,7] 
This wording was then adopted by both the House and the 
Senate. It incorporated the principles of religious liberty for 
which Madison and Jefferson had fought consistently since the 
time of the Virginia Declaration of Rights in 1776. 
Philosophical Influences on Jefferson and Madison 
The education of Jefferson and Madison had a profound affect 
upon their lives. Both were educated by men who had actively par­
ticipated in the Scottish Enlightenment. 
Jefferson attended William and Mary, a school noted for pro­
ducing many of the great revolutionary heroes. While at William 
and Mary, he was taught by Dr. William Small. Jefferson had great 






ethics. Dr. Small instilled in Jefferson a fervor for learning. 
Jefferson considered it a privilege to be a student of Dr. Small's 
and was reported to have said; "It was my great good fortune and 
what probably fixed the destinies of my life, that Dr. William 
Small of Scotland, was the Professor of Mathematics, a man profound 
in most of the useful branches of science, with a ~ happy talent of 
communication, correct and gentlemanly manners, and an enlarged 
and liberal mind.,,74 
Dr. Small and Jefferson became good friends. As a result, 
Jefferson was invited to accompany Dr. Small to the house of 
Frances Fauquier. governor of Virginia. The informal gatherings 
at the governor's house included John Wythe, 4a prominent Virginian 
lawyer. This foursome discussed all of the issues of the day. The 
discussions were philosophical in nature. Some of the topics in­
cluded natural philosophy and the natural rights of man. Like 
Dr. Small, Fauquier and Wythe were influences on Jefferson. 75 
Fauquier was an elegant, accomplished man of the world. Wythe 
became Jefferson's mentor in his chosen field of law. Wythe was 
a genius and is still considered one of the greatest lawyers ever. 
He taught Jefferson to be methodical in his study of the law. Wythe 
also instilled in Jefferson his strong principles and convictions 
on the side of liberality.76 Wythe had been an advocate for re­
ligious liberty long before such a stand became popular. He be­
lieved that religion was between a man and his God alone. For 
five years Jefferson studied under Wythe. Jefferson was definitely 
influenced by Wythe, as well as Fauquier and Dr. Small. In moments 
of temptation or difficulty, Jefferson stated that he would ask 
himself, "What would Dr. Small, Mr. Wythe do in this situation.,,77 
_ .._ _ _ ·_s _ ___ ___________ _ ____ .. _ _ _ _ ___ __ .~~~ 
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Madison was ~lso greatly influenced by his education_ He went 
to Princeton and studied under John Witterspoon. Like Dr. Small, 
Witherspoon was active in the Scottish Enlightenment. Witherspoon 
had fought against church authoritarianism in Scotland. 
78 
Unlike many of his colleagues Madison lost his provencial bias 
in college. While attending Princeton, he encountered and inter­
acted with young men from New York, Pennsylvania, New England, New 
Jersey, Maryland and the Carolinas. Princeton was open to students 
I 
;.. :..) . , ,-
of all denominations on equal terms. It was, unlike most colleges 
-\. at this time, independent of church control. 79 
Witherspoon was a perpetual rebel against church authority. 
... He was opposed to church authority in England and to King George . 
He taught Madison to question everything and to accept nothing at 
~- face value. Madison's education directed by Witherspoon served to 
.-,,' make him the best-informed man in America on the principles of 
government. 
80 
In college, Madison became involved with the American Whig 
t.; ... Society. He became an experienced debater and speaker through his 
..... 
efforts in this organization. This affiliation also served to 
strengthen the liberal, democratic principles Madison advocated 
~~~~~ throughout his life.
81 
The education of Jefferson and Madison introduced them to 
the philosophy of the enlightenment. The era of the enlightenment 
is characterized as an Age of Intellectualism. It was a time of 
.~,. 
free inquiry in the pursuit of knowledge. The object of inquiry .. 
was to discover the natural order or the fundamental laws which 
govern the universe. Supersti t.i.on and dogmatic authori ty were dis­
carded during the enlightenment. Reason became the principle 
agent of irlqulry and criticism. Prcponents of ~~e enli~~t~~~ent 
philosophy believed that ~an was unhappy only because he did not 
82
know nature. 
Religion was viewed skeptically during the enlightenment. It 
was often seen as a hindrance to intellectual progress. It was 
during this period of time that the philosophy of Deism developed. 
Thi s is the belief in an impersonal god who created the uni verse 
but was not active in its day to day functioning. Sacrements and 
miracles were rejected by Deists while "freedoQ of will" was sup­
ported by them. This doctrine maintains that people were free to 
choose either good or evil. 83. 
Deism was a natural religion which rejected the christianity 
of churches. It held that organized reliRlon was unreasonable 
but, felt that Christianity could be conformed to reason. Deists also 
84 
disagreed with the idea that morality required organized religion. 
Jefferson, probably, adopted the philosophy of Deism while 
attending college. As a result he was alienated from the Angli­
can Church, of which he had previously been a member. Jefferson 
understood the plight of dissenters, being one himself. He lost 
85respect for the established church at an early age. 
Unlike some bBists, Jefferson believed ~eligion was an en­
tirely personal matter that required personal investigation. 
He did not believe in a grand unifying religion. Instead, he 
felt people should reason and question for themselves and then 
decide what faith, if any, was best for them. No religion 
Jefferson believed was the best or true religion. Hen's experi­
ences and minds are varied, he said, therefore they are led to 
various truths. He was thus opposed to compulsion and violence 
'/ 
" 
- ~~ ~ -
in t he na~e Ct re l i~ion.~6 
Madison also adopted t~e natu ral rel ig ion. ~e supported the 
doctrine of a supreme being. He said such a doctrine was essential 
to the noral order of the world and the happiness of man. Madison 
opposed Christian orthodoxy as intellectually impossible. 87 
As the education and personal r el igi ous beliefs of Jefferson 
and Madison led them to support religious liberty they were a lso 
influenced by great minds of the en li ghtenment such as David Hume 
and John Locke. Lo cke and Hume were two prominent figure s asso­
c i ated with the ri se and fall of British ~mpiricism. British 
Empiricism was born in 1690 ",ith !, ;) cke's "An C: ssay Concerning Human 
Understanding" and died with the publication of Kant's "Critque 
of Pure Reason" in 1781. 88 
The chief interest of the philosophical School of Empiricism 
was "the extent and limits of human kn0wledge and powers of un­
derstanding."89 Empiricism was a be lief that the original source 
o f all information about the outside world was sensation. Such 
i nfo rmati on however, empiricists believed should be analyzed, inter­
pretted and criticized by reas on . The task of philosophers of this 
time was to co mpile an inventory of the knowledge delivered by the 
90 senses. To achieve such an inventory investigators must have 
complete freedom of inquiry into eve ry aspect of knowledge. Thus 
these philosophers were advocates of freedom of thought, speech 
and publication. The claims by either church or state to complete 
authority in matters of belief and cond uct were opposed by the 
philosophers. 91 
The philosophical period of empiricism had an influen ce on 
Ameri can leaders such as Madison and Jefferson. During this 
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era of phi loso phy the concept3 of po l ~ t~~g l inde~e ndence. eco nomic 
freedom, religious toleration and libert y of thought and publica­
tion were advocated. 92 Both Jefferson a nd Madison read and adopted 
many of the ideas of the empiricist s. David Hume and John Locke 
93 were particularly influential on these American leaders. 
John Lo cke 
The idea that religion was a natural right was a Lockean con ­
cept. John Locke believed that religion was not within the scope 
of the power of the political body. Natural right s are -defined as 
the rights given man by the law of nature. These rights are 
assured to every man. The law~ of natu re are discernable through 
reason and the application of common sense. They place limitations 
on government beyond which it has no authority to go. Jefferson 
advocated the idea of natural rights in the Declaration of Inde­
pendence. He proposed that life, liberty and the pursuit of hap­
piness were inalienable rights. Liberty was vital to Jefferson, 
especially religious liberty.94 
In the first book of the "Essay on Human Understanding" Locke 
attacked and subsequently reje cted the doctrine of innate ideas. 
Conservative thinkers in England at this time claimed that basic 
moral principles, conscience and God were inborn ideas in the human 
mind and universally accepted by all races. This claim by the con­
servatives was an attempt to justify morality, religion and science 
by an appeal to emotion rather than rea son . Locke, rejected such 
an approach. He believed in God, moralit y and science but main­
tained that his beliefs were based on reason rather than emotion. 
The existence of God, Locke stated, can be demonstrated by an appeal 
to reas on . He argued that man knows that he himself exists and con­












aequently that nothin~ can not produce so~athing. Therefore he 
concluded that something must have existed from eternity. He re­
jected the idea that mere matter and motion could hav e produced 
thought. He concluded than that the something that had existed 
since eternity must be powerful. since it must have been the source 
of all power. and it must have been knowing since it produced know­
ing beings . Therefore. he observed . there must be an eternal. power­
ful. knowing being. God. 95 
Though Locke was not a Deist. by publishing "The Reasonable­
ness of Christianity." he opened the road to the Deists of the 
eighteenth century . In this bo ok Locke asserted that Christianity 
must be reasonable to be acceptable because "reason must be our gUide 
in everything ." The Deists. unlike Locke. rejected much of the 
96Christian philosophy as unreasonable . 
Locke was no t orthodox . nor was he a Deist . He di ff ered from 
the Deists on at least one basic point. Though he believed that 
religion never contradicted reason he maintained that reaso n alone 
can not reveal all that i s needed to know in order t o live the re­
ligious life . The supernatu ral. though excluded from Deism . re­
mained in Locke ' s theology. Miracles and revelations are accepted 
97by Locke. 
Revelations from God in the scriptures. Locke maintained. are 
not contrary to reason . They are supported by miracles. These 
miracles stated Locke are above reason but are not co ntradictory 
to it. 98 Locke believed that true revelations can not be doubted. 
The acceptance of such a true revelation is faith . Locke devoted 
the closing chapters of his "Essay on Human Und e rstandi ng" to the 
relationship between faith and reason . Reas on is defined by Locke 
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as lit he disc-e very of tr..e .:€' rt3.in ty o r probability of such pro po­
sitions or truths which the mind arrives at by deductions made from 
such ideas which it has go t by the use of its natural facilit i es , 
namely by sensation or reflection. n99 The purpose of reason i s to 
test the genUineness of relation stated Locke. Reason tests re­
velation in two ways. It first examines the external circumstances . 
Inclusive in this is the examination of the person who had the re­
velation and the circumstances su rrounding the revelation. Se ­
co ndl y reaso n is used to examine the revelatio n and determine if 
it is contrary to reason . Though. as stated previously. Locke be ­
lieved revelation can go beyon~ reason it can never contrad i ct it. 
If a revelation does contradict reason Locke believed that the re ­
velation should be doubted. Revelation. then. is defined by Locke 
as "r eason enlarged" . 100 Any revolt against reason in reli gion 
Locke held signified not true religion but superstition and ob ­
scurantism . Reason he co ncluded was the last judge in everything . 
Faith is simply "a n assent founded on the highest reason."101 
Though Locke remained a me mber of the Church of England. his 
Anglicanism was very broad . Locke defined a church as " a volun­
tary society o f men joining together o f their own a cco rd in order 
to engage in the public worship of God . in such a manner as they 
judge acceptable to Him. and effe ctual to the salvation of their 
souls ." 102 Locke opposed the view that a priest had absolute 
ity over his flock in spiritual matters . Locke advocated perfect 
103
freedom for individua ls in matters of religion. He further 
believed that religion is between a man and God and that it was 
a relationship into which individuals enter free l y.104 












bel ie ved t~at t Jlera ti o ~ ~oul d i nc~eas e n9tl c~al $t re n g t~ by ~i v i ng 
the nation peace and inner unity. Uniformity in worship he believed 
was not necessary for a successful nation. 105 In his four letters 
on toleration Locke stated that civil powers do not extend to salva­
tion of souls. His first letter states: 
I esteem it above all things necessary to distinguish 
exactly the business of civil government from that of 
religion, and to settle the just bounds that lie be­
tween the one and the other. If this be not done there 
can be no end to the controversies that will always 
arising between those that have. or at least pretend 
to have. on the one side. a concernment for the inter­
est of men's souls~6and on the other side. a care of 
the commonwealth . 1 
The commonwealth is defined by Locke as "a society of men consti ­
tuted only for procuring. the preserving. and advancing of their 
civil interests."107 
Locke bases his argument for toleration on three basic points. 
First Locke stated that because of the nature of the church it has 
no right to persecute dissenters itself. or use civil power to perse­
cute them. The church. being a ' voluntary society of men". did not 
require individuals to give up their power of punishment and entrust 
this power to the church. A church had no authority to use force . 
The state had no authority to use its force in religious matters • 
Locke stated that neither God nor man has given the state any author­
ity over the care of its citizens souls. 108 
Secondly Locke doubted that any church or individual possessed 
the entire truth about human life and destiny. Therefore. he con­
cluded that since diversity existed intolerance was unjustifiable. It 
is unreasonable for any person to suffer persecution simply because 
he failed to see eye to eye with another . Locke said. 109 
Finally Locke stated that little is gained from intolerance. 
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True ~elision itself. relies on !5ith and individual conviction. 

No man can conform his faith to the dictates of another. Locke be~ 

lieved that forced conformity breeds only false religion and hypoc­
. 110rlsy. 
Locke in his demand for complete freedom nade one exception. 
He withheld toleration from individuals which pose harm either to 
another individual or to the state. These persons he felt should 
not be permitted to practice their religion. This denial was on 
l11
political and social rather than religious grounds. Toleration 
was not extended to athelsts or Catholics. Atheists Locke felt 
could harm their fellow citizeps. Catholics on the other hand he 
112 
said could be a subversive force against the government . 
There are many similarities in the religious thought of Je11er­
son and Locke. It follows that Locke provided the basis from which 
Jefferson developed his own positions. For instance. Jefferson and 
Locke were both advocates of toleration. According to Jefferson. 
however. Locke failed to extend toleration far enough. Jefferson 
was committed to complete freedom of conscience for believers as 
llwell as non_believers. ; 
David Hume 
David Hume represented the denoument of English empiricism. 
As Locke provided the initial break from the traditional principles 
of philosophy with his reliance on reason. Hume extended these prin­
ciples further. 
Locke's belief that reason supported the existence of morality. 
God and mathematics was refuted by Hume . Hume believed that math­
114
ematics alon e can be proven by an appeal to reason. 
Hume is often referred to as a Skeptic. This is due to the 
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of experience." Hume is primarily ~ SkeptiC in meta­
and religion. He is 	not skeptical in the areas of math­
116
the natural sciences. Hume explained his skepticism in 
Part 1 of the "Dialogues". He distinguishes between 
excessive and mitigated skepticism. Mitigated skepticism is a c cep­
117table to Hume while excessive skeptiCism is not. 
Mitigated skepticism is the realization that certain conclu­
sions are not in 
metaphysical and 
sions are beyond 
not be adequately 
",' 
pletely alienated from human experien ce. 
ExceSSive skepticism "not only acknowledges the limitations of,:> 
human under s tanding but also abandons all confidence in even the most 
common sense beliefs about the world."120 Such skepticism Hume re-
j ected totally. 
Essentially Hume'z position is that human understanding is 
limited. These limits according to Hume are set somewhat by human 
experiences. The limits said Hume can and should be recognized and~ 
ac cepted. Conclusions about the · nature of the universal spirit and 
the ultimate origination of things are examples of subjects beyond 
human understa nding 121 
the realm of human understanding. In areas of 
theological disputes. Hume maintained that conclu­
the grasp of humans because the entire subject can 
understood by humans. 118 These SUbjects were com­
119 
Hume was 
lieve in some 
argument that 
ordering force 
not under any circumstances orthodox but he did be­
122sort of god. Hume based his belief in god o n the 
some force provided the order of the universe. This 
Hume designated as god. Hume's god had no moral 
." 
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attribute s and ~as not an ~ ppropriate subjec~ for worEhipF i D ~ Or 
adoring. he was not 	the personal God of Cnristianity who possessed 
intellegience and morality and demanded prayer. Instead Hume's 
god did not require any devotion or special action on his behalf. 123 
Hume rejected religious observances and ceremonies. He said 
that they were at best worthless and at worst mischievious. The 
only exceptions to this rule were the practice of virtue and good 
morals. These practices. however. he stated. were not necessarily 
124religious in nature. Miracles and revelations were also the sub­
ject of Hume's criticism. In his essay "Of Miracles" Hume exhi­
bited his total disbelief in miracles. He stated "Nothing is es­
teemed a miracle. if it ever happened in the common course of na­
ture" and "There must therefore. be a uniform experience against 
every miraculous event. otherwise the event would not merit that 
appellation." Hume. then. inferred that any event that occurs more 
than onee is not a miracle. Miracles and revelations Hume insisted 
can not be authenticated simply because they do not contradict 
125 reason. 
Popular religion. the religion of the masses. is discribed by 
Hume as vulgar religion. Institutionalized religion Hume stated 
has an interest in promoting superstition. ignorance and persecu­
tion. It is a result of failure to see the universe as a whole 
by self-centered humans whose only desire is hapPiness.126 The 
priesthood promotes superstition and enthusiasm both of which Hume 
condemned. Enthusiasm. he said. is a type of emotional fanati ­
cism or religious mania. Superstition is described by Hume as a 
state in which "unknown evils are dreaded from unknown agentz.· 
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advocat ed t~le rat io n . The tru e r e l igio n was l ittl e ~ o r e t ~a n se ­
cular morality. The gove rnment Hume felt should tolerate diversi­
ty in religious beliefs. Persecution was seen by Hume as increas­
ing rather than decreasing diversity.129 
Hume's philosophy though it differed from Locke's in areas 
was influenced by Locke and English empiricism. Hume adopted much 
of the Lockean phi l osophy . The beliefs of Jefferson are perhaps 
closer to those of Hume than to those of Locke. Like Hume Jefferson 
and Madison used Locke's observations to develop their own posi­
tions. 
The entire philosophical period of empiricism influ enced 
American history. It introduced ideas and concepts which remain 
an integral part of American culture. Hume and Locke as outstand­
ing philosophers o f this period,then,were instrumental in expanding 
the consciousness of the American colonial leaders. 
Thomas Jefferson 
Jefferson voiced his opinions on the appropriate relation­
ship between church and state often. In November of 1776, Jeffer­
son addressed the House on this issue. He first discussed the in­
juries of an established church, the most prominent being oppression . 
Establishment he felt caused intellectual oppression since it was 
an attempt to regulate hunan thought. Jefferson concluded his 
speech by posing the question, "Has the state a right to adopt an 
opinion in matter s of religion?"1 30 He answered his own question 
I 
with a no. This speech illustrates Jefferson's belief that the 
state should be completely neutral on the subject of religion, 
neither supporting nor condemnin g any or all religions. 
When Jefferson founded the University of Virginia, he re­
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c eived ~uch critici s ~ from reli gious gr oups. J e f ferson hsd ~~ ~itt ei 
religious instruction and a chair of divini ty from the cu,ri c ull:,.: . 
Such an act was revolutionary during the eighteenth century, since 
all · other colleges possessed both. In response to the critici sm, 
Jefferson replied that religion it its moral, literary and his­
torical aspects had a place in education but religion itself is 
a personal matter between a man and hi s God. 131 
The "Notes on Virginia", written by Jefferson in 1781-82, 
is a relatively comprehensive statement of Jefferson's view of 
churc h-state relations. His reflections on religious freedom are 
contained in his Query XVII. He began this section by discussing 
the religious persecution occuring in Virg inia at the time. He 
tell s about several acts of the Virginia Assembly made in 1659, " 
1662, and 1693 which made it a crime for parents to refuse to have 
their children baptized; prohibited the unlawful assemblying of 
Quakers; made it a crime for any master of a vessel to bring a Quaker 
into the state etc. Jefferson went on to say that, thought the 
Anglican Church had retained full possession of the country for 
about a century. other opinions gradually began to gain support. 
By the beginning of the revolution . Jefferson states that two­
thirds of the people had become dissent e rs. The spirit of the coun­
try he said was shifting towards a belief in freedom of religion or 
at least in complete toleration. Jefferson next discusses the De­
claration of Rights of Virginia issued by the Convention of May 
1776 . This declaration declared the free exercise of religion to 
be a truth and a natural right. Jefferson then discusses the 
conve ntion in October of 1776 which repealed all acts of Parliament 
which had rnedered cr iminal "the maintaining any opinions in matters 
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~ ~ religion, t~a f~rbe~rin ~ to re~ai ~ to 2 ~urch . ~nri ~~e ~ xercis-
i ng any mode of worship, and suspended the laws giving salaries 
1
to the clergy.n )2 
any pe rs on brought 
being of a God, Or 
gods than one , or 
An act of assembly also made it impossible for 
up in the Christian religion who denied the 
the Trinity, or asserted that there were more 
denied the Christian religion to be true Or the 
scriptures to be of devine aut hority to 
government, the church or the military. 
such a person was stripped of his right 
legacies, to be a guardian or executor 
hold an office in the 
On the second offense , 
to sue, to take gifts or 
or administrator and was 
sentenced to three years imprisonment withour bail. Under such 
a law, chi ldren could be removed from their parents and placed in 
mor e orthodox hands. 1)) 
After stating the atrocities occuring at this time, Jefferson 
Offered his o wn views on the subject . He stated his belief in the 
view that freedom of conscience was a natural right. He considered 
it entirely ludicrous that the operation o f the mind was subject 
to the coercion of the laws. Jefferson felt that rulers had no 
authority over natural rights such as the right of freedom of 
conscience. In othe r wQrds he suppo rted the concept of limited 
government. He stated that "The legitimate powers of government 
extend to such acts only as are injurious to othe rs. But it 
does me no injury for my neighbor to sny there are twenty gods o r 
no God."')4 Jefferson adds that coercion will not make him 
accept a belief it will only make him a hypocrite. 134 
Jefferson r esists the idea that religious unity is desir­
able. Diversity. he says, is good. it allows the several sects 
to "perform the office of censor mOrum over each other."1 35 
- 39­
!n concluding Jefferson offers ~i s i lea for legal pr c te ct ion 
of fundamental natural right of freedom of conscience. He says ; 
"Th e time for fixing every essential right on a legal basis is 
n136
while our rulers are honest, and ourselves united. 
The "Notes on Virginia" provide concl usive proof that Jefferson 
advocated complete toleration and freedom of conscienc. He opposed 
coercion and construed freedom of religion to include freedom from 
compulsory taxation for the support of religion as well as the free­
dom of religious exercise, wor s hip and belief . 
As president, Jefferson was given oppo rtuniti es to voice his 
opinions . He refused to set a~ide a national day of fasting or 
issue proclamations of thanksgiving. The Baptists of Danbury wrote 
to Jefferson requesting him to designate a national day of fasting . 
Jefferson seized this opportunity to express his policy towards 
religion. Upon completion, the letter was sent to Jefferson's 
Attorney General Levi Lincoln . Jefferson explains to Lincoln that 
this letter will provide him with an oppo rtunity to explain why 
he did not proclaim fasts o r thanksgivings as 
had done. Lincoln was opposed to send ing the 
reasons. He felt that Jefferson's reply would 
alists, the clergy, and the Republicans in the 
his predecessors 




Jefferson disreguarded Lincoln's advice and sent the letter. 
Jefferson had maintained the following policy when asked about 
this issue. He said : 
In matter s of religion, I ha ve co nside red that its free 
exercise is placed by the Constitution independent of 
the powers of the gene ral government. I have heret o ­
fore undertaken. on no occasio n. to prescribe the re­
ligious exercises suited to it; but have left them 
as the Constitution found them, unde r the direction 
of state or reli gious authoritie s ac knowl edged by the 
n1 38several religious societies . 
-.:.J­
:~iferso n intro iu ce d t ~ e d o ct~!~ a ~~ rlt ~ e ~a ~ l o f se~3~3~i ~n 
between church and sta te in his letter t o the Baptists of Danour y . 
He expressed it as follows: 
Believin g with you · that reli gion i s a ffiRtter which 
lie s sole ly between man and his God, that he owes 
account to none other for his faith or his worship, 
that the legislative powers of government reach actions 
only, and no t opinio ns, I contempl at e with solemn rever ­
ence that ac t of the ~hole American people which de­
clared that their legislature should "make no law re­
specting an establishment of reli gion or prohibiting 
the free exer c i s e thereof," thu s building a wall of se ­
parati on between Church and State . Adhering to this 
express ion of the supreme will of the nation on behalf 
o f the rights of cons cience, I shall see with sincere 
satisfaction the progress of those se ntiments which 
tend to r esto re to man all his natural rights, con­
vinced he has no natural right in opposition to his 
social duti es . 139 .' 
In his own words Jefferson expresses his belief that the 
First Amendment intended to build a wall of separation be­
tween churc h and state . The obligation of the state as Jeffer ­
son perceived it was to be totally neutral on issues of re­
li gion . 
James Madi son 
Like Jeffer son , Madison was very vocal with hi s views 
on the acceptable relationship between church and state. His 
rol e in drafting the Virginia Bill of Rights and hi s "Memorial 
and Remonstrance" against general asses s ment in Virginia a r e 
two examples which have previously been discussed. As pre­
" sident Madison interpreted the First Amendment as broadly as 
Jefferson had. 
On February 21, 181 1 , Madison vetoed a bill which would: ! 
have, if passed, incorpo rated the Epi scopa l Church of Alex­
, 




The bill exceeds the rightful authority to which 
-_1­
~ov er n~e~ts 3re l i~ itpd bv t~e e ssen ti ~l distinct_i o n 
be tween c i vil and religio~s fu ncti on s, a nd violates 
in pa rticular. the Article of the Constitution of 
the United States which declares that "Congress shall 
make no law respecting a reli gious establishments." 
This particular chu r ch , therefore , would so far be 
a religious establishment by law, a le gal force and 
sanction being given to certain articl e s in its con­
stitution and admin i st ~ation .14 0 
On February 28 of 1811, Madison veto ed anothe r bil l . This 
bill would have reserved certain public lands in the Mississippi 
Territ or y for a Baptist Church. Madiso n rejected such a propo ­
sal , considering it contra ry to the ~i r s t Amendment. He stated: 
Because the bill in res e rving a certain parcel of l and 
of the United States f o r the us e of said Baptist Church 
comprises a principle and a precedent for the approba­
ti on of funds of the United'States fo the use and support 
o f religious societies , contrary to the a rti cle of the 
Constitution whiCh declares that "C onrrress s~all make 
no law respecting a religi ous es tabli~hment."~1 
In this stateme nt Madison illustrate s that he perceives establish­
ment to be financial support of any or all churches. 
After retirement, Madison continued to express his dee p co n­
victions in the principles of freed om of religion. He oft en stated 
his belief that tax exemptions f o r ch urches, chaplains for congress 
paid by public fund s , army and navy chaplains pa id by public 
funds, and r eli gio us proclamations by the c hief executive were all 
establishments of religi on thus prohibited by the Fir st Amendment. 
Madison himself stated that "The Constitution of the United States 
forbi ds anything like an establishment o f religion.· 142 
In a letter to Edward Livingston written July l a , 1822, 
Madis on again expresses his thoughts o n the extablishment claus e. 
He condemns t he belief t hat without some so rt of alliance or co ­
alitio n between gove rnment and reli gion neither ca n be duly sup­












ahe ~ u rity of fo ve r na ent and reli g i o n , !le s s ys. is r re se rve d o ~l y 
if the two are not l1ixed. 143 
Madison's conception of the First Amendment is significant in 
that he was actively involved in its foundation. He, in the 
writings previously discussed, advocates a broad interpretation 
of the establishment clause. 
Conclusion 
The debate over the appropriate relationship between church 
and state is a heated one. Proponents of the broad and the narrow 
interpretation of the establishment clause 
tory supports their interpretation. 
O'Neil, one of the strongest advocates 
pretation, bases his arguments for such an 
several key points. Historical evidence as 
both maintain that his­
for the narrow inter-
interpretation on 
illustrated in this 
paper tends to contradict many of his points. First O'Neil argues 
that the phrase "wall of separation between church and state" is 
an inacurate discription of the intent of the establishment clause. 
Jefferson, however, 
in his letter to the 
duct of considerable 
his Attorney General 
coined this phrase himself. It first appeared 
Baptists of Danbury. This letter was the pro­
thOUght. Jefferson e ven sent this letter to 
for consideration. 
The second argument offered by O'Neil to support the narrow 
interpretation is that the word "respecting" does not give the 
establishment clause a broad meaning. Respecting is defined 
by O'Neil as regarding. Madison, however, stated that "The Con­
stitution forbids anything like any establishment of religion." 
( p. 41) The word "like" is used by Madison as synonomous with 
re s pe cting. Like is defined by Webster's Dictionary as "any­
.~ 
- 4.-"'­
t~in ~ a kin to". ~ikel thi? ~l , ::as U !: :-03 C. r.; ea n: r. f _ 
Thirdly O' Neil argues that t he establishment clause prohibits 
only acts of the United States Congress which establish a single 
sect. While President, both Madison and Jefferson interpretted 
the establishment clause as a limitation on their power. Each re­
fused to issue proclamations of thanksgiving or designate a na­
tional day of fasting. Such actions they felt were contrary to 
the First Amendment. The section on the Congressional debates 
of the First Amendment illustrates that the intentions of the 
founders were not to limit only a single establishment. Proposals 
that would have achieved such a~ objective were soundly rejected. 
Madison attempted to make the First Amendment applicable to 
the states in 1789. His proposal was rejected. Legislators were 
hesitant to force immediate compli~nce on the states. Eight of 
the original states, however, had already adopted the policy of 
separation of church and state, by the time the First Amendment 
was drafted. 
By 1789, America was a land of dissenters from organized re­
ligion. It is estimated that seven out of eight Americans did 
not formally belong to any church. Many American leaders were 
also dissenters. WaShington was the only one of the five greatest 
founders who clung to membership in a regular church. Both Jeffer­
son and Madison were proclaimed Deists. 
The views of Jefferson and Madison on the establishment clause 
remained consistent throughout their lives. Both crusaded for 
freedom of conscience in Vi r ginia. They rejected compulsory support 
of one religion or all religions as seen by their opposition to 
the "General Assessment Bill" in Virginia. Various writings of 
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